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THE NEW POLITICS 0F GREAT LAKES WATER DIVERSION:
A CANADA-MICHIGAN POLITICAL INTERFACE'

At first glance, the troubling question of whether or flot to, divert the water of the
Great Lakes to other water shortage areas of the nation appears to, be, to paraphrase Hamiet,
quite simple: to divert or flot to divert, that is the question. And, despite the fact that the
Great Lakes constitute 18% of the world's supply of fresh surface water and almost 95% of
the U.S. fresh surface water, the uniformn response the Great Lakes states tbrough the 1980's
has been equally simple: no diversion to other sections of the country for development
purposes. Simîlarly, the position of Canada on water diversion according to the Consul
General remains, "We are opposed to ail diversions from the Great Lakes to meet the needs
of conimunities outside the basin."

While this no diversion policy may have been politically popular and useful for the
Great Lakes states ini the 1980's, the decade of the 1990's and beyond pose more difficuit
political issues. No longer is the mega diversion of Great Lakes water outside the region
loomini as the -Primary threat to the region' s water supply. Rather this threat has been
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water policy?
With increasing regional consumptive use 4 pressures on a surprisingly fragile Great

Lakes water supply', the de facto political strategy facmng the region's stakeholders has
evolved from a policy of blanket demial of out-of-basin diversions to one whose aim is to
ensure that new diversions do flot permnanently compromise the water levels necessary to
maintain the ecological integrity of the basin. Needless to say, this new political strategy is
considerably more complicated than the historical no diversion strategy and, consequently, is
the focus of this article.

Drawing upon past and current survey research and position papers of the various
stakeholders ini the Great Lakes basin as well as officiai correspondence, this article explores
the political dimensions of water diversion in order to identify politically acceptable criteria
for evaluating future water diversion proposais. In the process of identifying these criteria,
the author will explore the legal and political changes that have led to a political environiment
more likely to be sympathetie to diversion projects. Canada and Michigan, as the two
governimental entities most affected and thus most sensitive to diversion projects', will be
compared to determine how water diversion criteria can be crafted to meet their individual
and sometirnes divergent water diversion political strategies.

The Rise and Demnise of the Historie Great Lakes Anti Diversion Strategy

Before the approval of the Pleasant Prairie, Wisconsin, water diversion project in 1989,
the Great Lakes had only five existing diversions'. The five diversions have had a long
history associated with the development of the region and only two of them actually divert
water out of the basin. Despite the interstate and international nature of the Great Lakes and
thus the potential preemptive authority of the U.S. governiment, the riparian states of the Great

3Moskal, Jerry. "Canada, 8 states vow to fight lakes diversion plan", Lansing State

constitute 45% of the total



Lakes historically have exercised substantial authority in the region's water policy, particularly
ini the area of water diversion issupe-
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Indeed, the U.S. government historically has shown sensitivity to Canadian as well as
Great Lakes concerns about major water diversions. In 1954, President Eisenhower vetoed a
bill to increase the Chicago diversion in part because of Canadian concerns.'3 In 1976 the
U.S. Department of State advised against a bill to authorize an increased diversion at Chicago
because of what it perceived were legitimate Canadian concerns. In short, the Great Lakes
seemed secure in protecting its water from major out of basin water diversions despite the
precarious nature of state legal authority.

In 1982, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a Nebraska anti-exportation water
statute and ruled that groundwater was an article of interstate commerce, weakening one âne
of state defense to water diversion and potentially opening the door to new Congressional
intervention.'" Subsequent court cases indicated a need for an evenhanded approach to in-
state and out-of- state water users in state water withdrawal statutes. The response of the
Great Lakes states and the premiers of Ontario and Quebec was to sign a Great Lakes Charter
in 1985. Principle IV of the Charter provides the following prior notice and consultation
provision:

It is the intent of the signatory States and Provinces that no Great Laies State or
Province will approve or permit any major new or increased diversion or consumptive
use of the water resources of the Great Lakes Basin without notifying and consulting
with and seeking the consent and occurrence of ail affected Great Lakes States and
Provinces.

Consultative Procedures. The principle ofprior notice and consultation will apply to
any new or increased diversion or consumptive use of the water resources of the Great
Lakes Basin which exceeds 5,000,000 gallons (19 million liters) per day average in

iding like an interatate compact, the Great Lakes Charter
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Canadian paper calling such a proposai "dangerous"'8 and the U.S. Corps later withdrew its
request for the increased temporary diversion."9

Despite the fact that this 1988 Corps diversion attempt was unsuccessfùl, it was
nevertheless clear that the political solidarit-y of the region's states and provinces upon which
the Great Lakes Charter depended was weakening. Furthermore, the fact that the Water
Resources Development Act of 1986 granted veto power to U.S. governors reduced the ability
of the Canadian provinces to influence Great Lakes diversion issues in Lake Michigan,
contrary to their equal status to states under the Great Lakes Charter.

What may have inflicted a mortal wound to the traditional Great Lakes water diversion
ban strategy came from a tiny town known as Pleasant Prairie, Wisconsin, where a request
for Lake Michigan water to meet safe public drinking water needs first officially pitted Great
Lakes states against each other over a new out of basin water diversion.

What made this situation unusual was that Pleasant Prairie, although a part of the
Great Lakes state of Wisconsin, was considered geographically outside the Great Lakes basin
and thus subject to gubernatorial veto power by any of the Great Lakes state governors.
While the size of the diversion was small and by itseif unlikely to have any significant impact
on Great Lakes water levels, the region's historie no diversion policy was clearly threatened
from a precedential standpoint by Wisconsin and a number of other states sympathetic to
Pleasant Prairie's plight (and perhaps foreseeing similar situations in their own states). Only
Michigan (which was wholly within the Great Lakes basin and, unlike Canada, possessed a
Congressionally empowcred veto) had the luxury of looking at this project from a regional
versus more parochial perspective.

PLUGGING THE DIKE 0F DISSENSION:
WATER DIVERSION POLICY ON HOLD

The debate over Pleasant Prairie's water diversion request in 1989 was a painful one,
as correspondence among the region's governors will attest. Without delving in t the details
of the proieet, the outcome of the project was a half-hearted approval. ( or perhaps better
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ecosystem view.""

Accordingly, Michigan's Governor Engler signaled the formal end of the no diversion
Great Lakes regional policy by stipulating specific conditions under which out of basin
diversions would receive Michigan approval,

"We are not saying that there are no circumstances under which a proposal to divert
Great Lakes water out of basin can be approved. We believe that in order for a
diversion proposal to be approved, it must be demonstrated that there is an imminent
danger to public health, safety, and welfare, and that there is no prudent or feasible
alternative water supply. In addition, such proposals must contain plans to implement
meaningful conservation measures. Diversions should be developed with clean water
returned to the Great Lakes basin after use."

At the Lowell diversion conference, Ontario also moved away from its no diversion
stance and stated its specific concerns about the diversion, indicating issues of cumulative
impacts, precedent, compensation for loss values due to diversion, a specific approval process,
and a moratorium on diversion until a new ( and lower) trigger level for diversions is
officially established."

After a May 8, 1992, conference on the Lowell diversion was concluded, Michigan
was the only one of the Great Lakes states to veto the Lowell proposal. New York abstained
while Ontario and Quebec sided with Michigan and opposed the diversion but had no formal
veto power.2' Govenor Engler wrote to Governor Bayh indicating that his opposition was
based on four criteria: the availability of other water sources, the precedent of a permanent
diversion, the lack of a compelling need for this diversion, and the need for water
conservation measures and a means to return the used water to the Great Lakes."



Governor Engler and the premiiers of both O>ntario and Quebec28 tried toste thewater diversion debate away frein particular diversion projeets and 1towairds the need to
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claim by Michigan and other Great Lakes states that Illinois was diverting more than the 3200
cfs of water from Lake Michigan permitted by U.S. Supreme Court decree, leading to a
mediated settlement between Illinois and the other Great Lakes states (with Michigan taking
the lead in the mediation) on October 9, 1996.

Most recently, the National Wildlife Federation, the Michigan United Conservation
Club (MUCC) and the Wisconsin Wildlife Federation have written to Governor Engler asking
that he veto a diversion of groundwater from the Crandon mine in Wisconsin to the
Mississippi River, arguing that this groundwater diversion is also covered by gubernatorial
veto.1 The environental groups obviously see Michigan's recent positions on Lowell and
the Chicago diversion surplus taking as evidence that Michigan would be the most likely state
to protect the region.

It would also seem likely that Canada and its provinces, which have maintained a strict
no diversion policy similar to Michigan, might find that Michigan (of all the Great Lakes
states) best represents its interests when addressing water diversion issues over which Canada
has no veto power. Yet, it is clear that the old facade of Great Lakes unity on water
diversion policy is all but gone, and that compromises must be made to avoid the continued
political brokering of future water diversion proposals. It is equally clear that the old no
diversion policy has a strong symbolic value that still resonants positively among the voters in
Michigan and Canada, and thus care must be taken to ensure that modifications of the out of
basin water diversion policy are supported by the key stakeholders in Michigan and Canada.

Accordingly, the next section of this article examines the water diversion views of key
stakeholders in Michigan and Canada to determine what criteria would be acceptable to adopt
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focus was on the govemmental and non-goverrnmental stakeholders of Michigan and Canada,
since these two govemrments have historically been the most sensitive to basin problems
associated with out of basin water diversion projeets.

In order to develop a sample of major non-governimental stakeholders in Michigan
and Canada, a 1992 directory developed by an IJC work group entitled "Interest Groups ini the
Great Lakes-St Lawrence River Bai" was utilized. Consulting IJC reports and public
inputs from IC hearings, this list was broadened to also include other major groups who have
formally participated in Great Lakes water levels/diversion issues ini the past 10 years.39

Govemnmental stakeholders were drawn from a similar 1992 study devised to identify Great
Lakes goverrmental units entitled: "Institutions in the Great Lakes-St Lawrence River
Basin."4' Specific individuals were identified and targeted within the organizations of both
groups of stakeholders for survey responses to ensure that each respondent was indeed
familiar with the issues that Great Lakes water diversion rmises. 4 1

To ensure the diversity of stakeholder opinions on Great Lakes water diversion was
adequately reflected ini this article, the major stakeholders were classified into ten Great Lakes

38The Water Network: Report to the International Joint Commission Water Levels
Reference Study (Work Committee 4), "Interest Groups in the Great Lakes-St Lawrence River
Basin", May,. 1992.
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Native People

Non Riparian Recreation

Riparians

Transportation

Government (Non-federal)

Supports natural control of water and believe there is a need to
increase understanding of Great Lakes natural systemn before
considering any water flow restrictions

A divided group with boaters favoring maintamning high water
levels while the remainder prefer lake fluctuation. Generally
support diversion to protect beaches and to maintain water levels.

Support controlling water fluctuation to stabilize water levels and
support using the Chicago diversion as an emergency release
valve. Lake Supenior riparians opposed diversion while middle
lakes riparians favor diversion. Opposition to water diversion for
economic development purposes.

While there are a variety of subcategories in this group, they
generally favor high water levels and do flot support efforts by
governent to manage water levels.

Generally favors natural water level fluctuation , concerned about
Chicago diversion precedent, but favor intra basin water
transfers.

Table 1, the region is

each group, not to mention the overail environmental impact of
lake levels. Howevcr, the division of the opinion primarily arise
;ition to, water diversion should be unconditional.43 The general
[o appear to unconditionally oppose water diversion are fears of

levels and the economnie and environmental consequences that

economic
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TABLE 2

List of conditions that might affect an interest group's position on out of basin

Great Lakes water diversion projects

a. The aniount of water diverted by the project would be returned to the Basin either from

some other source or in the form of treated wastewater (no net loss of water)

b. The project is temporary in nature and will be terminated at a set date in the future.

c. There is no feasible alternative to the water diversion project in order to meet the
benefitting conununity's current water needs.

d. The water diversion project will have no discernible effeet on Great Lakes water levels.

e. The water diversion project is necessary to meet a crisis or emergency situation.

f. There are no direct adverse environmental impacts associated with the construction or

operation of this proposed water diversion project.

g. The water diversion project is privately owned and operated rather than publîcly owned and

operated.

h. The water diversion project is primarily for the benefit of residential rather than industrial



d. The water diversion projeet would haeno discernible effect on Great Lakes water
levels.

e. The wtrdiversion project is necesr to meet a crisis o emergeny situation.

f. There are no direct adverse evrn ntai imDacts associated with the cntuto



Michigan government and non governiment groups) and flot viewed negatively by the
remaining groups. Since many of these groups have been identified as having considerable
influence on Canadian and Michigan govermuental policy on the Great LakeS48, it could be
argued that these conditions could also sway officiai Michigan and Canadian governmnental
positions on specific diversion projects. In addition, Canada would seem to be more inclined
to limit these diversion projects even further by adding the temporariness and no feasible
alternative conditions.

The next step in the 1997 survey was to identify a series of specific, out of basin
water diversion scenarios that include and combine the conditions in Table 2 based upon past
and likely future diversion/consumptive proposais by both Great Lakes and non Great Lakes
states. Some of these scenarios also directiy address the interests of specific Great Lakes
stakeholders to test their acceptability among ail of the region's major stakeholders. A list of
these 13 scenarios is provided in Table 3

TABLE 3

Out of Basin Water Diversion Scenarios

a. The proposed water diversion project was developed to address dangerous, natural
contamination of public water supplies and there is flot feasible water supply alternative.
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(d) The proposed water diversion project is necessary to respond to a natural crisis
(flood or drought) and is temporary in nature

(i) The proposed water diversion project would open the Great Lakes to increased
world shipping, economically stimulating the region as a whole, and

(m) The proposed water diversion project would economicaliy enhance a general
industry associated with the Great Lakes region, such as hydroeiectric power,
transportation and navigation, or recreation/sports industries.

In general both Michigan and Canadian non govermental interests indicated (with the
exception of the electric power, transportation, and some commercial interests) indicated
economîc scenarios (i) and (m) wouid decrease the likeiihood that their organizations wouid
support a water diversion project under those scenarios. Despite the statisticai limitations of
this survey, the views of non federai and state governmental units versus non governmentai
groups differ significantiy on the issue of economic benefits of a water diversion project and
thus indicate the growing importance of economic considerations by non federal govermmental
units in evaluating any water diversion project.

Michigan (but not Canadian) non govemmental groups indicated that 2 additionai
scenarios would increase the likelihood that their organization wouid support a Great Lakes
water diversion proposai:

(c) The proposed water diversion project is necessary for a community to meet its
current, essential water supply needs because ail nearby sources of groundwater and
surface water have been exhausted, and

(g) The proposed water diversion project wouid help stabilize the fluctuating high
water levels adversely affecting shoreline property owners.
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3. Affect on public health by contamination problems and lack of dilution capability of water.

4. The long terni impact of the project on the regional economy and tourism.

5. The nature of the precedent set by the diversion.

6. The impact on the changing flow patterns of the lakes.

Sunimarizing and classifying these written specific criteria, the non federal
governmental non governmental mnterests of both Canada and Michigan indicates the
following criteria considerations in addition to the conditions and scenarios previously
described:

1. A skepticism of the need for a project (legitimate health reasons and proof of an
emergency

2. A concern that the diversion not be economically harmful to the region, that environnmental,
and economic impacts be considered, and that compensation be considered

3. The quality of returned water and cumulative, long range environmiental impacts be

considered

4. Diversion decisions be U.S. and Canada decisions

5. Concern for precedents undermining the ability to stop future diversion projects

ta fo e's water diversion projects,ýa for e,



4. Canadian goverment non federal governmental interests (Cgov)

The pstons of these four groupa on the conditions or scenarios described are asgned the

following values:

.5 =has no impact on the group's support for a water diversion project



5. The water diversion project is for the benefit of a cominunity that already has in place a
plan for water conservation, water treatment, and inanaged growth. Score 3

Scenarios'

1. The proposed water diversion project was developed to address dangerous, natural
contamination of public drinking water supplies and there is no feasible water supply
alternative. Score 3.~5

2. The proposed water diversion project was developed to address dangerous, man-made
contamination of public drlnking water supplies and there is no feasible water siupply
alternative.
Score 3

3. The proposed water diversion projeot is necessary to respond to a ntrlcrisis (flood or
drotught) and is tmoary in nature. Score 3

4. The prpsed wtrdiversion projeet wudopen the Great Lêkes to increaed world
shipigecoomcalystimuln gthe region as awhole. Score 3

5. The proposod water diversion project would economically enhance a general industry
associated wlth the Great Lakes region, sucli as hydroelectric power, trnprtation and
navigation, or recreations t inusres. Score 3

Takng nt acouit hespeciflowitncierasmaie in Table 5, the conditions
and cenaiosin Tble6 shuldbe adrese ot1at tlhre isjoint U..Cnda eii

appovga project, the bur of proof of need for theoqrp and a shwi of no log
ternngaiv mpc on thebasin should beon the poetapplicant to sasy the skptcism

of 'nt-diveso gops, and each project sold beevale on its indivi'a merits without
conidratonof Past diversion proposais to avoid the conccrni for precedential diversion



ardent anti-diversion stakeholders --the environental groups -- have
i which to evaluate water diversion projects52, despite their protestations
) be taken first such as strengthening the Great Lakes Charter,



Even if the decision on specific water diversion criteria is made only by a
subcommittee of states with U.S. veto power, it seems clear from this review of Michigan and
Canadian views on water diversion that they share a similar protective attitude towards the
basin. The only areas of cloar Michigan-Canada priority (see footnote 50 on thec conditions
of temporariness and no féasible alternative) were incorporatod in scenarios approved by
groups from both countries. Thus, Canada's concernis about water diversion would bc
adequately reflected by Michigan in a states only subcommittee even if the provinces were flot
voting members of any water diversion project ovaluation procodure.

Finally, to ensure thtevery projeet receives an equal hoariug on water diversion
(whether it is a Great Lakes state or non Great Lakes state applicant), it is suggested that the
criteria adopted by the region be lncorporated into a Great Lakes Impact Statement (OLIS)
whleh every applicant would ho required to submit. The GLUS would ho modeled along the
linos of the Environmontal Impact Statement (EIS} of the NainlEnviroinental Policy Act
(NEPA} with two important exceptions. First, the saentwould have to address long
range enioietland oconomic impacts of the project, with the burden of proof on the
appilcant to presn the best availablê vdec to evaluate tliese imacs. Secondly, the
adequacy of the OLIS would ho determined not by a court but by a. vote of either the Ch~ate
members or of the Council of Great Lakos Governors. Thus, the procodential value of each
decision would bolime dwhilete powr of the se to delay or redfine divrin in an
era of scientificuncetity would be peevd

With a rogional body utilizing regioal rtcieadpiia cetbeciei o
eva1uate water diversion posais in a GUIS frathe politicat rssr on. individual
governors to veto a project is eased. Tho ae iesinapiat will knwthe criteria in
advance and some may weloolI not to go <fowr if they do notnieet these criteria.
Thoseithat do seek approval will ho subject to regional srtnand ifraion requirement

scrutxny, and
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